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EXPLORE MORE BIOGRAPHIES:

TCI users have access to more than 100 biographies of historical figures.
Sign in at www.teachtci.com to access the entire collection.

Banneker, Benjamin (1731–1806)
Watch the video or read  the biography about Benjamin Banneker with your students. 

Do you like puzzles? Benjamin Banneker loved them. He solved puzzles and made puzzles for others. 
His favorites were math puzzles. Once, Banneker wanted to build a wooden clock. He solved that 
problem like a math puzzle. 

During his lifetime, he’d seen only two other timepieces. But he figured out how each gear and wheel fit 
together. Then he carved all the parts and put them together. The clock kept the correct time for many 
years.

Banneker was African American. He lived when few African Americans were allowed to go to school. 
His grandmother taught him how to read and write. 

Banneker especially enjoyed looking at the stars. He borrowed books and a telescope to learn astronomy. 
Astronomy is the study of stars. Banneker figured out the positions of many stars. He even wrote a yearly 
almanac — a book with calculations about astronomy; weather predictions; lists of ocean tides; and 
other general information, like medicines and treatments. 

In his almanac, he showed the exact times when solar and lunar eclipses would occur. Knowing star 
movement is useful in surveying.  Surveying is mapping a piece of land. A survey shows the area and 
height of a piece of land. City planners use surveys to know where to put buildings.

Because of Banneker’s skills in astronomy and mathematics, President George Washington asked him to 
help survey the land that would become Washington, D.C. The man in charge quit the job and took the 
survey pla 
ns with him when he left, but Banneker was able to reproduce the survey plans from memory!

After completing the survey map in 1800, Banneker returned to his Maryland farm. He wrote a letter 
to Thomas Jefferson and sent him a copy of his almanac. In the letter, Banneker said that writing the 
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almanac proved that African Americans had the same skills that other races had. He asked Jefferson to 
help end slavery of African Americans. 

Slavery means “lack of freedom.” Banneker was free, but he wanted freedom and respect for all African 
Americans.

Jefferson wrote back. He said that he wished to “raise the condition,” or improve the lives, of African 
Americans. People who fought against slavery printed the letters because they wanted to change people’s 
minds about slavery.

Banneker died in 1806. Slavery did not end until almost 60 years later.

Reflect:

1. What challenges did Banneker overcome?

2. What were some of Banneker’s scientific achievements?

3. What kind of information did Banneker include in his almanac?


